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Temperature Dependence of the Rate Constants of the VV Energy Exchange for 
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The vibration-vibration energy exchange of N2(v = 1) + 02(v = 0)->N2(v = 0) + 02(v = 1) has been investigated, in particular, at 

low temperatures. The energy exchange rate constants are calculated by use of the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger 

equation with the interaction potential of the colliding molecule as a perturbation term. The predicted rate constants are 

significantly agree with a experimental values in the range of 295~90°K. The consideration of the VV-VT coupling decreases 

the predicted pure VV energy exchange value by a factor of ~2. When the collision frequency correction is introduced, the 

VV-VT rate constant is consistent with the observed value in the liquid phase. The consideration of the population of the 

rotational energy level increases the VV-VT value significantly.

Introduction

Information on the temperature dependence of vibrational 

energy exchange in diatomic molecules at high temperatures 

is well documented but such information is sparse near and 

below room temperature, including the liquid state. But, 

recently, there has been a growing number of experiments 

performed in which the vibrational relaxation of small, non

polar molecules in the liquid state is measured. One such 

system is N2(v= l)-02 system, whose liquid state has been the 

subject of extensive discussion in recent years.1,2 Then, it has 

been shown that the dependence of rate constants on 

temperature is quite different at low temperatures compared 

with that at high temperatures. Thus, extra polations from 

high to lower temperatures are likely to give misleading 

results.3-4 At present, theoretical calculations cannot be used 

to predict rate constants at low temperatures.5 This is partly 

due to the lack of accurate information on intermolecular 

potentials. Deviations from the Landau-Teller relation6 

log(P)~T-I/3 become increasingly pronounced at low 

temperatures, with the probabilities being greater than 

predicted. This effect may be due to attractive forces which 

can affect both the probability of deactivation per collison and 

the number of trajectories leading to collisions. Although the 

gas-phase theory based on a binary-collision model is not ex

pected to describe vibrational relaxation in the liquid state ade

quately, it should be instructive to extend such a model at least 

down to near the boiling point, at which the experimental data 

are now becoming available.1 Among the existing theoretical 

approaches to gas-phase collisions is the semiclassical method, 

which we have outlined three years ago.，We shall use it here 

to determine the temperature dependence of the vibrational 

relaxation process over 90-300°K. On the other hand, in the 

vibrational relaxation process two processes, i.e., VT and VV 

are dominant, but VT deactivation of N2(v= 1) by 02 is too 

small to contribute to the vibrational relaxation considerably 

under the temperature range mentioned above. Therefore we 

shall neglect the VT deactivation and consider that the vibra

tional relaxation is proceeded only by the VV deactivation.

Interaction Potential and Energy Transfer 
Rate Constant

For the collision of two diatomic molecules N2 and 02, the 

potential energy of the interaction will be assumed as a Morse 

type composed of four atom-atom interactions. That is,

U (七，七，f L)h■手 Z(1)

4 Al

where U(rf) = D {exp[(rit-rl)/a]- lZi exp[(r,tf-rj/2a]}; D measures 

the depth of the potential well and a is the potential range 

parameter. Here r,/s are the equilibrium values of r/s which 

are the distances between atoms. For the distance r between 

the centers of mass significantly greater than the equilibrium 

bond distance d(i. e., d、and d2 for molecule 1 or 2), the atom

atom distances can be approximated as s = i■-见十 %) 

cosOt ± Vi(d2 + q2)c()se2 and = 么(仏 + 混 印泌士 ％(仏+臨 

cos02 where Q is the angle between the molecular axis and 

r. Because 九=九(尸,们,42,。1,&), the overall potential can be 

represented by 孩儿,r"*4)= U{r,qltq2,QM- Then the interac

tion potential can be expressed in the form:

U (r, 81,们)=U(r, 0*0, 61 们)+们(aU/ d<i\) o

+s (3。7翎)0 +£2：印。/如执 + 宀时

+ QiS (3'0〃如1湘*)(|+… (2)

where all derivatives are evaluated at q* 드g? 工 Q As it will be 

shown later, we shall replace the qu q2 coordinates by the 

boson operators (a：a). If this is done, the terms involving q」, 

q： will be converted into the forms of a]2 and a,2, which are 

"two-quantum" VT operators since they produce or eliminate 

two vibrational quanta at a time. Moreover, here, we can 

simplify U(y,q词neglecting this "two-quantum" VT 

operators. This does not imply that multiquantum VT excita

tion is eliminated but rather implies that a two-quantum tran

sition, for instance, occurs through two one-quantum jumps, 

rather than by a direct two quantum jumps. As demonstrated 

in previous paper,8 the latter process is in fact more than two 

orders of magnitude less probable than the former for almost 
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any diatomic molecule except in very energetic collisions, so 

that neglecting the "two-quantum" operators in

is not a very restrictive approximation.

We can, thus, now write if it truncated to second order, 

U (r, Q.如"们)=U (r, 0, 0, A,们)+0(3l〃湘J。

+ 们(3'1〃。们3饥)0 (3) 

When all derivatives are evaluated, the result of 1々由词2,&,。고) 

is summarized as follows7:

u 0】，们)=〔U； (r,们，们)+U：(兀们，elt 02)

n 务)+5： (nq.s,们，们)〕 

三u°(丁,凱、硏)+仏(兀们，"务)

+仏 S, s,们，0z)+u”(n s, s,硏，L)

(4)

For the present W energy exchange process with the energy

mismatch transferred to translation, the appropriate form of 

the total interaction energy obtained from the above approx

imation is

U(r, QiS 8i, D =Uq (r, dit 0*)+。“ (r,饥,s, 们)⑸ 

On the other hand, for the present VV energy transfer, the 

removal of 4E by the rotational degree of freedom is not im

portant. The rotation, however, will certainly affect the colli

sion dynamics, and hence, energy exchange probabilities; we 

shall replace this effect by the rotation average as shown 

below.

瓦 L [ (兀研，0£)sinOisin"们d们 ⑹

and

席(r,"S)=+『们，但)

sin们 sin。”/们d们 (7)

Then,

知，•)T)*〔exp(*)-2exp(4M：)〕 (8)

a Za

&&"5)7*〔<忑中(生=)-网血铲)〕辔(9) 

a Z a

where

(4 sin A；? sinA

-------- ---------- ------
QiQt sinAQl sin AQ

a ■드 (1-QiCotAQj) (1-QcotAQ)

日 ” (1」응，co浦을，) (1-을 coth 을흐)

is the new equilibrium distance.7 The collision trajectory 

for the present system can be determined by solving the equa

tion of motion written in the form

— EE-&(r)〕-“dr (10) 

where E is the relative kinetic energy and r0 is the point of 

closest approach (t is taken to be zero at this point). For the 

potential function given by Eq.(8), the integration can be done 

analytically to give

D* 

E+D*

(11)

E________

西)*+ Q*2)1 万
1

)

which transforms Ui2(r^I,q2)t given by Eq.(9), into the time

dependent perturbation energy U&,q"Q

The Hamiltonian of the collision system for VV energy ex

change is

=壹嵐+昜;+ &M"成：+3~虬心；+瓦(顷,S)(12) 

where p's are the momenta, go's the angular frequencies, and 

M’s the reduced masses. In terms of latter operators 

Eq.(12) can be written as7

H (t) + (廿四 + 土)

+F (t) (aJs + a/；) (13)

where

F (t)匚§枇)*右喝厂｛a exp [ (r?- r (i))/a]

- P exp "창 …矿 (£))/%〕｝ 員【况 and axa2 are discarded because 

they represent the simultaneous excitation and de-excitation, 

respectively, of both oscillators. To formulate energy ex

change probabilities, we now need to determine how the state 

of the interaction system change in time. In order to give the 

time development of the system and to describe processe옹 

which involve a change in the vibrational state, we require 

the state vector of the system 商t)> change in accordance 

with the Schrodinger equation of motion:

访 I ,(£)>=*«) I 0(f) > (14)

Then, according to Wei and Norman's Lie algebraic 

method,910 we can express the solution of Eq.(14) for H(t) 

given by Eq.(13) as

1^(0- ｛ n exp〔gj |0(io)> (15)
j-i

where 以t) are complex valued functions of time and are 

constant operators. Thus, since the operators a\a2, axa\, and 

(q：们-。如J form a closed system with respect to commuta

tion, we look for the solution in the form |屮(f)〉= c0) exp 

囱(加1"기 exp 旗] exp 0(伽永。£诺妇]仲(-8)>mS(t)

|0(_oo)>. ]</»(/)> provides a complete description of 나le 

dynamics throughout the collision. Since the initial values of 

the functions are gX- <») =gj 一 °°)그务(一 8)=。and \c(- oo)| = 1, 

when |0(-oo)> is specified, we can obtain a unique solution 

for 物f)> at all subsequent times through the transformation 

of |。(一 8)> by S(t). Thus 나le solution of Eq.(14) reduces to 

the determination of c(t), g2(t), and g3(t). Once these func

tions are determined VV energy exchange probabilities can 

be calculated from the expression

归즈 (시々，기， (⑹

Introducing |。(£)> into the wave equation, setting the coeffi

cients of the operators a^a2f a^al, and equal to zero,

we obtain the following differential equations:11
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c (t) /c (t) = - i (饥 + 也)

i林(功 + 厶Eg】(t)+F(Z)g；(t)—F⑴=0 

订0 (*) - 厶E位 «) ~2F(£)& (t)g2 (t) -F(t) =0 

，标3 ⑴一F(Z)gi(£)-号厶E=0

For an arbitrary form of F(t), analytical forms of the solutions 

cannot be obtained, but the differential equations appear in 

simple forms, so that application of the Runge-kutta method,12 

for example, is straightforward. The general form of the VV 

energy exchange probability for 叩尸祈讶 can be written, tak

ing |。(-8)>니〃心〉, as1113-14

K： (E)弋濫 I exp〔 070(8)〕I 膈(8)I

x「孕〔幻(8)g,(8)广(、+血)！、卩 (]8)

for vj>vt and 祈〉이> For v[<viy we must interchange v2 and Vi, 

as well as gj。。)and 务(8), which are not equal to each other. 

For the present l,d0,1 VV energy exchange system,

P：：(E)=|exp〔-&(8)〕|，|务(8)|2 (19)

We shall replace E in P?；(E) by the symmetrized energy 

E2= [E；A + E/2]. To complete the formulation of the energy 

transfer probability expression we must include the effects 

of nonzero impact parameter(b) collisions. An approach of in

cluding these effects is to replace E by E(l-b2/r*2), i.e., we 

now have P°J(E,b). Here r* is a characteristic distance which 

can be defined as the hard-sphere collision diameter. With 

these considerations we write the thermal-average probability

性(T)=而危「f&bEP：： (E, b)dEdb (20)

The integration will be carried out by use of Simpson's 1/3 

rule on a IBM computer. We converted the calculated values 

of P?o(T) to the rate constants as15

«2. 753X10%” (三)'시P이 (T) cmVmol-sec

—4. 571 X 10'l,r** (—(T) cmVmolecule-sec (21) 

where 卩 is the reduced mass in amu and r* in A. Here the 

rate constants have been converted from probabilities for 

energy exchange by multiplying by the hard sphere collision 

frequency. The hard sphere diameter was obtained from 

Hirschfelder et al.Ifi This simple calculation applies only if the 

gases are perfect. Ga옹 imperfections lead to collisional fre- 

quencie옹 at low temperatures being somewhat higher than 

those for a perfect gas.

Results and Discussion

In this work we have calculated rotationally averaged rate 

constants for nonresonant VV energy transfer process, i.e., 

N2(v = 1) + O2(v = 이f NJv = 0) + O2(v = 1) system. To calculate 
rate constants, we use1647 D = 95.66k and a-I = 4.75A-1. The 

energy level spacings and the value of the energy mismatch 

zJE are determined using spectroscopic constants from 

Mizushima.18 The calculated rate constants arc shown in 

Figure 1 together with the experimental data of Gregory et 

al.1 and Maricq et al.1 over the temperature range 90-300K; 

the calculation is extended to temperatures below 90K. This 

extension to lower temperatures is intended to show predic

tions of the gas-phase model, but k&气T)#k"q(T) so 나冶 calcula

tion at such temperatures may not be physically meaningful. 

However, gas-phase rate constants calculated from the 

isolated binary collision model is known to be smaller than 

liquid-phase values by a factor of about 5 due to the change 

in the collision frequency.19-20 Thus useful information on the 

liquid-phase rates can be extracted from such calculations. 

In Fig. 1 we notice that the present results are in reasonable 

agreement with the experimental. However, near 300K the 

former overestimates the latter. This trend is similar to Maricq 

et al.2

Among the terms discarded from Eq.(2) in deriving P*(E) 

are g,(이두which cause pure VT transi

tions. However, they can affect the VV process at high colli

sion energies through the VT steps AB(v = l)-*AB(v = 0) and 

CD(v = 0)t»CD(v = 1); in each of these ''half" steps, the energy 

"is either absorbed or released by the translational motion, 

but the combined process is still the VV process, i.(\. in 

the present case N2(v = 1) + O2(v = 0)-*N2(v = 0) + O2(V = 1). 

Such VT steps are very inefficient and do not affect the VV 

process at low collision energies, but at energies several times 

hcu, they can become strongly coupled with the pure VV pro

cess. We also note that the second-order derivatives in Eq.⑵, 

1Zi^?(02U/3^?)=A'1(/)((z/ + I2.)2, are not only responsible for 

two-quantum processes but also for time-dependent frequen-

7•이/3

Figure 1. Plot of rate constant vs temperature. The solid curve is 

obtained from Eq.(21). Experimental data are taken from: • Ref. 1; 

O Ref. 2.
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cy corrections. Therefore, we now write the Hamiltonian for 

the W-VT process in the term21

H=H°+HVV VT= "+2K】⑴〕(a^i+y)

+〔力饥 + 2& ("〕(孙虹 +京 +Gi (t) (o| +%)

+G (t) ((*” + %)+F (t) Sla + a】据) (22)

and look for the solution of Eq.(14) in the form

=-c(t)exp(g1 exp [g2 (i)a^ojexp [g3 (t)(犬勺-廿少)〕

x exp [g4 ⑴时〕exp〔g$ ⑴缉〕exp & (e)ajjexp [g, 0)%〕I。(％)> 

三 (23)

After substituting these two expressions in Eq.(14), we set 

the coefficient of each operator or operator product equal to 

zero to. obtain, in addition to the equation for g2(t) and 

gAt) already given Chap. 2 for the pure VV ca옹e, the follow

ing differential equations:

d (t)/c (t) * - (s +糾)DL〔Gi ⑴幻($) +G, (t) g. (t)〕

⑴+K,(：)]

京⑴+话外+2枇成 ⑴〕幻⑴+计LF(Z)g, (t)-TILGi (t)

言⑴T〔5+27LKi⑴〕&⑴一订LF⑴如⑴(i)

이/3

Figure 2. Plot of k(T) vs T-1/3. The solid curve is for the VV-VT 

and the broken curve for the pure VV. Experimental data are taken 

from: • Ref. 1; O Ref. 2.

g< (t)+i〔s+2kKm)〕gN) + iLF(t0 (t) = T2G («) 

爲(t) - i〔s+2"K (f)〕由(t) - ih-lF (i)g5 (t) = - (t)

(24)

The initial conditions are g*』一00) 그 gj 一8)=丛(一 oo)=g7 

(一8)그。and |c(-8)|느 1. Here, the coefficients of au a^, 

and a2 produced the d迁ferential equations in g4(t),务(f), g6(t), 

and g서), respectively; terms independent of these operators 

led to the equation of(사).

From the substitution of Eq.(23) in (16) and followed by 

exponential operations of \ViV2>t we obtain, after lengthy but 

straightforward applications of commutation relations, the 

VV-VT probability for ViV2-^v{v{ as

느브、|c ⑴ I * |exp ga (i) (七一心 |1

£芸“芸〔引(?)幻。)〕"伝・(*)g, (t)〕°〔幻⑴广园(t)V

I n-o p-o r-o «-0 n! — r — t?j +n)! p! (v, — a + r — u,4-p)!

〔务⑴〕0+s)!
f!" ("一n)! (vi -p)! (vt-s)! I J

(25)

For the present Id01 process,

P?J

-|c(i) |'|exp〔gs ⑴〕I'lgjt)〔1+g. (t)gT «)〕+% ⑴ I *

(26)

In similar to g』f), g2(t) and g3(t), the numerical solutions of 

务(5), g6(t) and g서) can be also obtained. Once the solutions 

are found, the VV-VT transition probability for 10-*01 

process can be determined from Eq.(26). In the computa

tions, the integration range and the number of steps were 

adjusted until changing them no longer affected the results. 

For each value of E, we found choosing the integration range 

from t 그 (E/2卩)'石〃o== -10 to 10 and the integration steps of 

700 satisfied this condition. Calculated values of VV-VT 

energy exchange rate constants are plotted in Figure 2 with 

the pure VV results as a function of a temperature. This figure 

shows that the VV-VT energy exchange rate constants are 

smaller than the pure VV results by a factor of ~2. For ex

ample, at 295K, ^(7)vv = 2.1x 10*17cc/molecule-sec, whereas 

^(T)vv-vr = l.Ox 10'17cc/molecule-sec, which is very close to 

the observed value2 of 0.8xl0-17. At 91K, there is an impor

tant study of liquid system by Chandler and Ewing22 giving

T) = 1.2 ± 0.9 x 10-19cc/molecule-sec. At this temperature, 

VV-VT energy exchange rate constant is 6.3x 10-i0cc/ 

molecule-sec. When this value is multiplied by 5, the 

result(~3.0 x 10_ 19cc/molecule-sec) is larger than the measured 

rate constant by only a factor of 2.5.

On the other hand, for the present VV energy exchange 

process, the energy mismatch is 773cm"1, which is to be con

trasted with the rotational energy spacing. Each of the 

molecules N2 and O2 has a rotational constant of—2cm-1. 

Therefore, at 295K the rotational state most likely populated 

is J = 7, while at 90K it is J = 4. The rotational energy spacing 

to states adjacent to J = 7 is -30cm'\ and to states adjacent 

to J = 4 the spacing is 15cm이 . Counting simultaneous changes 

of AJ = 1 in both of the colliding molecules leads to a maximum 

change in the rotational energy of =60cm이 . This is ~10% of 

the vibrational energy defect. When the simultaneous changes 

of the rotational energy is considered, the predicted VV-VT
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rate constants are increased by a factor of ~2 in the considered 

temperature range. For example, at 295K, = l.Ox 10'17

cc/molecule-sec for no-consideration of the simultaneous 

changes of the rotational energy, while ^(7) = 2.0x 10'17 

cc/molecule-sec for consideration. At 91K, ^(7) = 6.3x 1O~20 

cc/molecule-sec for the former and 刼7) = 9.4x 10~20cc/mole- 

cule-sec for the latter.
The energy transfer probabilities are converted into the 

rate constants by multiplying them by an average hard sphere 

collision frequency using collision diameter taken from 

Hirschfelder et al.i6 In fact it is a simplification to use such 

a collision frequency because both the magnitude of the 

velocities effective in causing energy transfer and the frequen

cies of those collisions depend upon several factors. This in

cludes not only the frequencies of the vibrations involved and 

나此 steepness of the intermolecular repul옹ive potential, but 

also an attractive forces and the masses of the colliding 

species. When the collision frequency correction of about 5 

is introduced, the W-VT calculation appears to give rate con

stant which is consistent with the available experimental value 

in the liquid phase. Until a successful liquid^phase theory 

capable of producing accurate rate constant is developed, we 

therefore suggest that gas-phase models like the present one 

can serve as a physical guide to researchers in this field.
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